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ABSTRACT 
The High Speed Water Tunnel is operated by the California 
Institute of Technology under Contract OEMsr-207 and is sponsor-
ed by Division 6" Section 6.i of the NDRC. The tests reported 
in this memorandum were made at the re~uest of Dr. C. N. Hickman 
of the NDRC. 
_I ., 1 1, 
The report covers water tunnel tests of a 2" · diameter model 
of the 4.5"· Rocket Projectile with three different collapsible 
fin tails and one ring type tail. The drag" crosswind force" and 
the moment acting on the models .were measured and the locations 
of the center-of-pressure were c~lculated for various yaw angles. 
The main findings which are summarized in more detail on 
page i3 include the following : 
i. The comparison of the three collapsible fin tails 
shows the original tail to have the greatest stability" 
while the Budd tail is slightly less stable than the 
other two. All three tails have adequate stability. 
Both the original tail and the Indian Head Proposal 
"C" tail have the disadvantage of high drag . The Budd 
tail has a moderate drag coefficient " 
2. The ring tail has the advantage of a very low drag 
coefficient" but its stability is not satisfactory as 
tested. Preliminary modifications have shown promising 
improvements and further development is proceeding. 
3. An analysis of the effects of the various components 
of these tails indicates that •the fins of the collapsible 
fin tails can contribute as much as i6% of the total drag 
(on the Buod tail) and that a protruding fin attaching 
ring can cause as much as 53% of the total drag (on the 
original fin tail). 
The fins contribute to the stabilizing moment be-
cause a crosswind force or "lift" acts on them. The 
Protruding type fin attaching ring contributes to the 
stability because the interference of the ring deflects 
the flow causing a rearrangement of the velocities and 
pressures on the nozzle and on the b.ody in addition to 
causing an actual crosswind force 'on the ring itself. 
While the most stab1e forms of this projectile 
tested ol·so have high drag the drag itself contributes 
only slightly to the stabilizing moment indicating 
that a high drag is not necessarily a re~uirement for 
sta.bility. 
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FIGURE 1 
4 " 5" ROCK ET PROJECTILE WITH ORIGINAL F!N TAIL 
S HOWN MOUNT ED IN THE WATER TUNNEL WORKING SECTION 
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MEMORANDUM ON WATER TUNNEL TESTS OF THE 4 . 5" RO CKET PROJECTILE 
WITH THREE DIFFERENT FIN TAILS AND WITH ONE RING TYPE TAIL 
1. TYPE OF PROJECTILE AND PURPOSE OF TESTS . 
This renort 
the 4 . 5" rocket 
number ND-i 2) . 
covers water tunnel tests of a 2" diameter model of 
projectile (designated in laboratory as projectile 
The purpose of the tests was to determine and com-
pare the force and moment coefficients and the location of the 
center-of-pressure for .the projectile with three different collapsible 
fin tail's and with one ring type tail. (i) In addi·tionJ for one of 
the fin tailsJ the effects of the fins, the fin attach1ng ringJ and 
the motor nozzle were determined . 
2 . TUNNEL INSTAL~ATION AND DESCRIPTION OF FORCES MEASURED . 
The tests were conducted in the i 4" diameter working section of 
the High Speed Water Tunnel at the California Institute of Technolo-
gy .. ( 2 J Figure 1 shows the projectile ins~alled in the tunnel. In 
order to reduce the drag tare to a minimumJ the rigid supporting 
spindle is protected from the flow by the streamline shielding shown 
in the figure. This shielding which projects to within a few 
thousandths of an inch of the projectile is held to a small size 
in order to reduce interference effects . 
The forces exerted by the flow on the model can be resolved, in 
general, into a drag force parallel to the flow, a cross wind force 
normal to the flow, and moment or tor,Jue acting about the point of 
support. These are the forces measured during the tests. The 
moment exists only if the model is not supported at the point of 
application of the resultant of all the hydrodynamic forces . It 
is clear that the magnitude and sense of the measured moment will 
change if the point of support is shifted along the body . 
The Water Tunnel tests give results which are applicable in 
either air or water for veloc1ties below that of sound . For ve-
locities in the neighborhood or above that of sound the results will 
not al)ply . The data presented in this report have not been co:rrected 
for scale effect, tare, or interference of the model support. How-
ever, the resulting values for the coefficients are believed to be 
close to the correct ones . Similar tunnel tests of other streamlin ed 
projectiles have given data that agree closely with those obtained 
from full ' Scale field tests . 
3 · REPRESENTATION OF TEST DATA . 
The hydrodynamic characteristics are presented in the form of 
curves of force coefficients as functions of the angle of yaw . In 
addition, the distance of the center-of .. pressure from the nose of 
the projectile expressed as a fraction of the length of the pro-
(i) Figures refer to references listed at the end of this report ., 
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jectile is Plotted against yaw angle . The center-of--pressure is 
defined as the Point at which the resultant hydrodynamic force 
vector intersects the axis of symmetry of the model. 
The force coefficients> CD> for drag and> Cc> for cross wind 
force are expressed as: 
where 
CD D 
v2 
p -AD 2 
and c 
Cc y2 p_ AD 
2 
D measured drag force in lbs 
C measured cross wind force in lbs 
P density of water in slugs -per cu ft 
AD= area in sq ft of a cross section at the cylindrical portion 
of the projectile taken normal to the geometric axis of the 
projectile , 
V =mean relative velocity between the water and the projectile 
in f t per sec 
The moment coefficient is expressed as 
where 
M 
M moment in in-lbs measured about any particular point on the 
geometric axis of fue projectile 
L overall length of the projectile in in . (For all combi-
nations of the model projectile discussed in this report 
L i s t ak en as i 4 . 8 9" ) 
The distance from the nose to the center-of-uressure (center-
of-pressure distance) as a fraction of the overall projectile 
length is expressed as: 
where 
X L' + L" 
L L 
L' __ + 
L 
11 
L(C cos~+ D sin~) 
L' distance in in from the urojectile nose to the center of 
moments 
L" distance in in from the center-of-pressure to the center 
of moments 
~ yaw angle in degrees 
·-4 - · 
When M is the measured moment the center of moments is at the 
suoPort point of the model and L"· then is the distance from the 
suoPort point to the center- "' f-pressure. The signs of the momentJ 
MJ the cross wind, f o rceJ eJ and the yaw angleJ IJ!J are such that a 
positive or cloc~wise moment will tend to increase a positive or 
clockwise yaw ongleJ while the corresponding positive cross wind 
force will act in the ·same direction as the displacement of the 
projectile nose for a positive yaw. 
The curves of force and moment coefficients and of center-of-
oressur~ distance plotted as functions of the yaw angle are useful 
for a discussion of the stability of projectiles . Since these 
tunnel tests are made under steady flow conditions the results will 
only indicate the tendency of the projectile to return to or move 
away from the equilibrium position after a disturbance " Adopting 
aerodynamic usage a projectile is said to be "statically" ·stable 
if it tends to return to equilibrium when disturbed. In the dis-
cussion of static stability the actual motion following the pertur-
bation is not considered at all . In factJ a projectile may oscillate 
about the equilibrium position without ever remaining in it . In 
this case the projectile ~ould be statically stable even though 
"dynamically'· unstable .· For a complete discussion of the mode of 
motion to be expected following a perturbationJ the "dynamic " 
stabilityJ additional information is necessary . 
The condition for equilibrium is satisfied if eM calculated 
about the C .. G is equal to zero . In general J for projectiles with 
axial symmetry the moment is zero at 1J1 = 0° so that for equilibrium 
the projectile is oriented with its axis parallel to the direction 
of motion·. If the orojectile is rotated from the equilibrium PO-
sition so as to give it a positive yaw angle it ~s necessary that 
it have a negative coefficientJ according to the sign convention 
adoptedJ in order that it be statically stable. Thus a negative 
slope of tne curve eM vs. 1J1 corresponds to static stobilityJ and 
a positive slooe corresponds to instability . The degree of sta-
biliti or in~tobility is measured by the magnitude of the slope. 
The some conclusions ore obtained by interpreting the center-of-
pressure curves. For symmetrical projecti'lesJ if the center - of-
Pressure falls behind the center-of--gravity a negative or restoring 
moment exists and the project"ile is statically stable. If the C . P . 
lies ahead of the e. G. the ' moment is ~on-restoring and the projectile 
is statically unstable . The degree of stability or instability is 
measured by the distance between the center-of-gravity and center-
of-pressure. 
4. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTILE . 
The 4 . 5" rocket projectile is made up of an ogive noseJ a 
cylindrical ~odyJ an afterbody formed by the motor nozzleJ and a 
tail. A profile drawing of a 2" diameter model of the rocket with 
a fin tail is shown on Figure 19 . The radius of curvature of the 
ogive nose is 1 78 calibers . The cylindrical body section is 4 .90 
caliber.s long and is separated into a fore .and aft section by a 
· · 5 . 
~ircumferential groove 2 . 45 calibers back from the projectile nose 
tip. 
Several different afterbody and tail assemblies were tested 
with this rocket. In each case the nose and cylindrical body sec-
tion were unchanged. This results in rocket assemblies of different 
overall lengths, but of the same nose and body lengths . The first 
unit was the original 4 .. 5" afterbody and fin tail No . iO, whose per-
t'ormance has already been reported. (See reference No. i). This is 
the tail shown ' on ·. the drawing of Figure i9 . Detail· s 9f j.ts s::onstruc-
tion for the 2" · <iiame.ter model are shown in Figures 3 ; 4; 20, and 
•2i . Note that the models are constructed accurately to scale . The 
six fins of this tail ore attached to the diverging part of the 
motor nozzle by means of a flanged fin attaching ring . Figure 2i 
shows that the diameter of thi· s ring is much larger than the nozzle 
diameter . 
In order to determine the effects of the various parts of the 
4 . 5" afterbody and fin tail No . iO, a sectional unit was constructed . 
In this unit the fins ·were omitted while the fin attaching ring and 
the diverging part of the nozzle could each be removed . Details of 
its constr~ction are ·shown in the drawing of Figure 22 and the photo-
graph of Figure 9 . Figure 5 shows the rocket assembled with this 
sectional afterbody unit Figure 6 shows the assembly with the fin 
attaching ring removed and Figure 7 ·shows both the fin attaching 
ring and the diverging part of the nozzle removed . 
Figure 23 shows the detail·s of another fin tail, the 4 . S" Budd 
fin tail No . 23. This tail also has six fins . The attaching ring 
by which the fins are mounted on the motor nozzle is constructed so 
as to project a minimum distance radially from .the nozzle profile . 
The whole fin assembly is mounted slightly closer to the cylindrical 
body section than for the original fin tail . Conse~uently, the fins 
which fold down to lie between the attaching ring and the converging 
portion of the motor nozzle are ·. shortened . Photographic details of 
this tail are shown in Figures ii and i2. A profile of the model 
assembled with the tail is shown in Figure iQ . 
The third fin tail tested is shown in detail in Figure 24. This 
tail, designated as tail No . 25, is known as the Indian Head Proposal 
"C" . Its 'construction d~ffers from tails Nos . iO and 23 in that the 
diverging part of the motor nozzle has been omitted and the fins and 
fin attaching ring are supported aft of_ the project.ile by six ex-
tended vanes . The projectile afterbody stops with the converging 
nozzle settion . The six fins fold down alongside of the supporting 
vanes when the projectile is loaded into its firing tube . Figure 
i3 shows ~he projectile assembled with this tail and its construction 
is shown in the photographs of Figures i4 and iS 
Figure 25 shows the construction details of the fourth tail 
tested . This tail No . 24 is a ring type tail and is · a modification 
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of the Indian Head Proposals "A" and "B " . Its construction is 
similar to tail No . 25 in that its cylindrical shroud ring is 
supported aft of the body by cantilevered vanes and the diverging 
part of the motor nozzle is omitted . However, there are only four 
supporting vanes instead of six. The radius of curvature of the 
outer profile of the converging nozzle section has been increased 
to provide for smoother flow off the cylindrical and afterbody 
sections. In this construction the cylindrical shroud ring has 
the same diameter as the body section . Unlike the normal ring tails, 
however) the re,:xuirements of the propulsive < jet prohibit the use of 
cross vanes within the ring . 
5· TEST RESULTS , 
The coefficients and center- of- -pressure distances for the 4 . 5" 
rocket projectile with the several tail modifications are plotted 
as functions of the yaw angle in ~igures 27 and 29 . Figure 27 pre-
sents curV'es of the drag coefficient, e0 J and the crosswind force 
coefficient) ec E'ach curve can be identified by means of the run 
number with one of the model's whose dimensions are shown in Figure 
26 . Figure 29 gives curves of the center-of~-pressure distance, "x;.L, 
and · the coefficient, ~ · These curves can also be identified with 
a particular model on Figure ·26 . In addition, they can be compared 
with data on Pi~ure 28 (facing Figure 29) where the relative locations 
of the center- of-pressure, G . P . J (at \jf = O) and the. center-of- gravityJ 
e .. G .. , are indicated on outline drawings of the models . 
The distance of the C .. G .. and the G. B . from the nose tip is in-
dicated on both Figures. 28 and 29 as a fraction of a length, L . The 
length used for all the models i ·s 14 . 89"', the overall length of the 
2" model of the projectile withthe original fin tail. This pro-
cedure makes the relative C .. G .. and G. B . locations directly comparable 
for all the projectiles . It will be noted that the G G . is taken at 
a fixed distance of 0 . 44L from the n,ose tip for all the models . 
This figure corresponds to a distance of 14- 7/8" for the prototype 
with the motor ·nozzle empty . Calculations showed that the effect 
of changing the tail - assemblies caused shifts in the e . G. of less 
than O . OiL for all combinations except the abnormal constructions 
of Run 4 and 6 . For these two the shift was respectively 0 . 03L 
and o : o4L forward. If for any reason the e . G .. location is moved 
forward even a small amount on the proto-type the effective stabi 1-
ity of each cif the tails in the following discussion will be im-
proved . 
The values shown were obtained by fairing and averaging the 
a ctual test dq,ta to eliminate the irregularities caused by asym-
metry built into the projectile . (3) It is believed that these 
curves closely approximate the performance to be obtained from a 
perfectly symmetrical rocket This treatment was used because the 
perfonnance for the non - symmetrical rocket is different for every 
plane of yaw so that a very complicated motion in flight must be 
expected . Such behavior will certainly introduce extra dispersion 
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or scatter when the rocket is fired o While the complicated be-
havior predicted from tests of an asymmetrical rocket is probably 
typical of many projectiles it cannot be said with assurity that 
it is representative of a large group of projectiles without 
examination of the limits of asymmetry to be encountered . Further-
more, the non- symmetrical effects tend to mask the influence of 
changes in design so that proper interpretation of the actual test 
data is difficult. For these r e asons it seems more valuable to 
study the symmetrical case , 
The curves labeled Run No o1 in both Figures 27 and 29 · show 
the J)erformance of the 4 . "5" rocket projectile with the original 
fin tail (No . · iO), which was reported in an earlier memorandum . (:i) 
Figure 27 shows the value of the drag coefficient at zero yaw to 
be 0 . 53, a magnitude to be expected from bluff rat her than stream-
line bodies. · An analysis was made of the losses of th'e various 
component parts of this tail by testing the projectile with the 
fins, the fin attaching ring, and the diverging nozzle removed 
successively . Profile drawings of the resulting projectiles and 
the corresponding performaDce curves for each of these modifications 
are indicated by Runs 3 4 J and 6 . The drag curves of these runs 
show that removal of the fins causes CD to drop to 0 , 48 , a 9% re-
duction in the drag . Removal of the fins and fin attaching ring 
reduces CD to O.QO,. a 62% reduction in the drag . 
diverging part of the nozzle as well as the fins 
causes only an additional drag reduction of :i% , 
Removal of the 
and fin ring 
From these tests an .analysis of the di·stribution of drag at 
zero yaw 0!\gle for the original qn tail wds· made , This is given 
in Table iA at the end of this report , where the proportion of 
the total drag caused by each component of the tail is shown and 
the e~uivalent coefficient based on the projected area of the 
component normal t~ '.he axis of the model is listed . This analysis 
is only approximate ·since in general the effect of one component 
is not indeoendent of the affects of other parts. This means that 
the removal of one oart may affect the flow around some other part 
and therefore affect its drag co·ntribution . The analysis is use-
ful, however, in indicating the order of magnituae of .the effects 
of the components. As already indicated the fins cause apl,:>roxi-
mately 9% of the total drag. The drag coeffi_. cient of the fins 
expressed in terms of the projected area o f the fins is O . Si. 
This rather high value is caused by the sharp corners on the up~ 
stream edges of the fin blades and the general lack of stream-
lining. (See the construction drawing of Figure 2i and the 
photographs of Figures 3 and 4). Th e fin drag could be reduced 
materially by rounding off these up s tream edges and tapering the 
trailing e dges. As Table IA ind i c at e s, the fin attaching ring 
causes 53% of the total drag. Exoressed in terms of its pro-
j e cted area it has a drag coefficient of 0 . 56 which is of the 
right order of magnitude for bluff bodies . Referring to Figure 
2 and to Figure 5 it will be s e en that the ring orojects out 
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radially from the motor nozzle . Its effect in interrupting the 
flow ds it attemDts to close in around the afterbody of the 
Drojectile is shown by Figures 30" 3i, and 32. Figures 30 and 
3i are photographs of the model in the Polarized Light Flume . 
Minute oarticles of bentonite suspended in the fluid in the 
flume have asymmetrical physical and optical properties which 
oermit observation of the flow lines when viewed through polar-
izing olates. The pictures are for flow velocities below the 
range of the water tunnel experiments and the patterns can be 
considered as only ~ualitative. However" they do illustrate 
the fundamental differences caused by the several tails. These 
photographs show how the fluid tends to move in radially just 
ahead of the fin structure and how the fin ring prevents this" 
pushing the fluid out and causing an enlarged area of disturbance 
beh1nd the tail proper. Figures 32 and 33 are diagrams of the 
average flow pattern in the plane of the projectile center line. 
These drawings were made from careful visual observations of the 
flow in the flume. Figure 32" which· is for the same flow as 
pictured in Figure 3i shows the disturbing influence of the fin 
ring very clearly. Yigure 33" which is an enlarged picture of 
the flow with the fins removed (like Run 3)" shows the same ef-
fects. In factJ observations showed no difference in behavior 
at the fin ring with or without the fins . 
Referring again to Table IAJ the value for the skin friction 
of the projectile body is given as i7% of the total drag. This 
approximate figure is estimated using the test Reynolds number 
and the normal skin friction coefficients from measur~ts on 
flat plates. The. difference between CD for the entire tail and 
the sum of the effects of the finsJ the fin ringJ and the skin 
friction leaves an amount termed the net body form dr.ag" which 
is e.:rual to 2i% of the total. The sum of the friction and the 
net form drag is the drag measured in either Run 4 or Run 6 
since almost no difference was observed with the nozzle included 
or with it removed. The lack of effect of the nozzle can be 
visualized better by referring to the flow diagrams of Figures 
34• and 35. Like Figures 32 and 33 · these diagrams were obtained 
from observations of the flow in the Polarized Light Flume" and 
the~ are drawn to ~~ale . These two pictures show similarity in 
the following respects : First" the flow separates from the pro-
jectile body at the point of cur~a~ ~ere the nozzle is at-
tached to the cylindrical body section;- secondJ the main flow 
closes in around the zone of eddies and ~ortices caused by the 
separation. The boundary between this vortex region and the 
main flow is a relatively smooth contour. FinallyJ the result-
ing width of the turbulent disturbed wake- down stream from the· 
body is approximately the same in both diagrams . It is clear 
from these pictures that the nozzle lies entirely within the 
turbulent zone of separation and ha~ little ipfluence on the 
main flow itself. Conse.:ruentlyJ it is to be expec~ed that CD 
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should be aooroxi mately the same for both. 
The effects of modifying the tail on the stability of the oro~ 
jectile are very interesti-ng. The curves of Figure 29 and the 
diagra~matic representation on Figure 28 show the variation of x/L 
with resoect to the center-of-gravity position as the tail compon-
ents are removed. FirstJ the beneficial effect of the fins in 
oroducing stability is shown by the reduction in x/L at zero yaw 
from 0.70 to O.t>7 wh'en the fins are removed. Second, it is inter-
esting to note that while the center-of-pressure with the fins 
removed falls ahead of the center-of-gravity, the fin ring con-
struction still contributes appreciably to the stability. This 
is emphasized by the removal of the ring which causes the center-
of-pressure to move to a · point ahead of the pTo j ectile nose. 
Removal of the diverging nozzle causes the center-of-pressure to 
lie still farther ahead of the body. 
The ~uestion arises as to how the fins and the fin ring 
contribute so much_to the projectile stability. A calculation 
of the effects on .xjL of the increased drag caused by either the 
ring or the fins shows that the extra dragJ while helping to move 
the center-of-pressure aft actually contributes only a small part 
to the total stability. The large restoring moment must be caused 
by some other feature .of the fin or fin ring characteristics. In 
Table II at the end of this report values are given for th-e measured 
.difference in moment coefficients caused by removing first the fins 
(Runs i and 3) and then the fin ring (Runs 3 and 4). Values are 
also given for a calculated increment in moment coefficient assum-
ing the extra e and D caused ' by the fins or by the fin ring are 
concentrated at : the end of the projectile. With the removal of 
only the fins the calculated and measured differences in eM agree 
closely, . indi'cating that the extra r ·estoring moment produced with 
the fins is primarily the result of ~ttra crosswind force or" lift" · 
applied at the f_ins. HoweverJ when the fin ring is removed the 
calculated eM difference is only about two thirds of the measured 
differenceJ indicating that the extra e and D combined are not 
enough - to cause the increased moment which is measured with the 
ring in place. eonse~uently, the only~ way th·a-t the additional 
moment can be' obtained is for the ring to "interfere" · with the 
flow around the projectile sufficiently to cause a rearrangement 
of the force~ on the body proper and on th~ nozzle sections. The 
addition of the fins to the fin ring apparently does not introduce 
any interference effects. This is consistent with the observations 
already made in reference to Figures 32 · and .33 :J concluding that the 
flow P.attern around the- projectile proper wa-s un.affected by the fins. 
On the othe'r handJ the interference of the fin ring can be visual-
ized somewhat by referring to Figures 33 and 34·. - These figures 
show that with the fin ring removed the main flo·w closes in around 
the afterbody of the projectile so that t-he triangular region of 
separation indicated by the larger vortices is closed up at about 
- i G · 
1two diameters aft of the cylindrical body section. The main fl o w 
be h aves somewhat as if it were flowing Past a pointed afterbody 
wh ich filled t h e space o ccupied by t h e larger vortices. The cl ose 
and regular spacing of the flow lines outside the separati on zon es 
ten ds t o persist for some distance beyond the cylindrical bod y . 
With the fin ring in PlaceJ h oweverJ Figure 33 shows that the con-
verging flow lines are Pushed out radially at the end of th e tail. 
This res u lts in a large zone of separation which does n o t clos e i n 
for a distance of approxi mately three diameters fro m the main body 
section. In the zone between the body section and the fin ring 
the amount of convergence o{ the main flow is conse--ruently re-
stricted. It is likely that the influence actually extends farth e r 
upstream even though it is too small to be recorded visually. 
These changes in the flow lines mean a corresponding adjustment of 
pressures on the body and probably account for some shift in the 
center of action of these body pressures . 
. Three other tails besides the original fin tail (No. iO) 
were tested. These included the Budd fin tail (No. 23) whose 
fins and fin ring were modified slightly from the original designJ 
the Indian Head Proposal "C' · fin tail (No. 25) with the fin ring 
. and fins cantilevered aft from the cylindrical body on supPorting 
vanesJ and a ·ring tail (No. 24) with the ring cantilevered aft 
from the cylindrical body. The outline dimensions of the resulting 
Projectile and the performance curves for each of them are identi-
fied on Figures 26 and 29 by _!3uns Nos. 7·J iOD J and 8A. Values of 
the drag coefficients and of x/L at zero yaw are compared with 
those for Runs Nos. iJ 3J 4J and 6 in Table III at the end of this 
rePort. This tabulation shows that the original fin tailJ No. iOJ 
has the largest dragJ with c0 = 0 . 53. The drag coefficient with 
the Budd tail is reduced to 0 . 30 or,57*' of that with tail No. iO. 
The drag coefficient of the third fin tailJ No. 25J has an inter-
mediate value of 0.44 or 831, of that for tail No . iO. The ring 
tail shows the lowest drag with c0 = O . i8 or 34*' of the c0 for 
tail No. iO . 
As has already been discussed a large portion of the drag of 
the original fin tail is caused by the oversized fin ring and its 
effective blocking of the flow . ·on the Budd tail the size of the 
fin attaching ring was reduced so it causes less disturbance and 
hence less resistance. In additionJ the fins of the Budd tail are 
slightly shorter than those of the original tail although they also 
are made with sharp corners on all edges . These features are shown 
by the detail drawing of Figure 23 and the photographs of Figures 
ii and i2. Like the original fin tailJ the fins and fin ring of 
th e Budd tail are mounted on the end of the diverging mo tor nozzle . 
Conse--ruentlyJ the contribution of the Budd fins and fin ring to 
the total performance of the projectile can be obtained by co m-
paring the results of Run No . 7 with those of Run No . 4J the test 
of the projectile body with the motor nozzle. An analysis based 
on this comna rison is shown in Table IB. There it is seen that 
the fins and fin ring combined contributed only 33~ of the total 
drag of th e rocket with this tail. The drag coefficient for the 
fins and attaching ring based on their nrojected areas is found to 
be :).48. Since the fins themselves are shorn; it is exuected that 
they should have th e same coef.ficient as the fins on the original 
t ai l (CD= O .Si). For this assumption the fins would cause.i6X> of 
the t otal drag and the fin ri ng only i7~- Flow d iagrams for the 
projectj}e with the Budd tail are shown in Figures 36; 37; and 38. 
The influence of the fin attaching ring is seen by comparing Fig-
ure 37 with Figure 32; a diagram for the original tail. The 
difference in the size of the zone of separation is appreciable. 
This difference is emphasized in the compar ison of Figure 33; 
which is an enlarged diagram of th-e·'flow around the fin ring of the 
original tail; and Figu re 38; which is an enlarged drawing of the 
flow around the Budd tail . Not only is the zone of large vortices 
small for the Budd tail; but the turbulent eddying trailing wake 
is about ha lf the width of that following the original tail. Both 
of these characteristics are ~easures of the r ela tive drags . 
Table IB also shows th e same estimated value for the skin friction 
as determined for tail No. iO; because this VQlue which is based 
on the main body area is th·e same for all the modif ications. Be-
cause the total drag is reduc ed it a mounts to a Jerger percentage 
of t he Projectile's r esistance. The differen c e between the total 
drag and the contributi ons of the fins; the fin ring; and the skin 
friction again leaves the net body form drag which amounts to 37% 
of the to tal. 
In order to determine t he effect of the third fin tail; 
Proposal "C" ( No. 25) th e results of the tests with this tail ob-
tained in Run iOD are comnared with those of Run 6 for the pro-
jectile body and the converging part of the n ozz le on ly. The 
c omuarison is mad e because in fin tail Proposal "C" the diverging 
nart of th e nozzle is omitted and the fins and fin ring are canti-
levered on vanes attached to the converging motor nozzle . Thus; 
in Table IC; an analysis of the drag is made by subtracting the 
d rag of Run 6 from that of Run iOD . The effective CD of the fins; 
fin ring and supporting fins exnressed in terms of the projected 
area of the ring and fins is 0.97 . Th is value is high because it 
includes skin friction on the cantilever supporting vanes and 
because some parts of the tail structure have relatively more drag 
than others. Reference to the detailed drawing of F igure 24 and 
to the photographs of Figures i4 and iS shows that the fin ring 
is faired or streamlined with respect to on axis parallel to the body 
axis. Observations of the actual flo w (not included in this 
memorandum) show that the fl ow lines converge as they pass the 
afterbody; so that this ring meets t he flow with an angle of at -
tack . This angle is sufficient to cause separation at the fin 
ring and t o increase the drag considerably . Agai n the skin 
friction and the net body form drag are shown. Because of the 
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h igher total drag with this tailJ these two items represent a 
s maller oortion of the total than for the Budd tail. 
The drag coefficient of O.i8 for the orojectile with ring 
tail ( No. 24) is very low in contrast to the drag for all the 
other tails. Even though the construction of the ring tail is 
si milar to tail No. 25 its drag cannot be compared directly with 
Fun 6 for the orojectile body and converging nozzle aloneJ be-
cause the radius of curvature of the orofile of the converging 
nozzle is increased for the ring tail design. This modification 
is shown in detail in the drawing of Figure 25 and in the photo-
graphs of Figures i7 and i8. ActuallyJ CD is lower than for Fun 
6 and this reduction is probably the result of improved f l ow 
conditions over this after section. 
The stability of t~e projectile with each of the four tails 
tested is shown by the x/L and CM values on Figure 29. The 
original fin tail causes_greatest stability as shown by largest 
negative CM and largest ~/L (0 . 70) value. The Indian Head Pro-
posal "C" is ~extJ with xi_~= 0 . 60J while the Budd tail follows 
closely with x/L = 0.56. x/L for the ring tail is only 0.40. A 
measure of stability in flight is the distance which separates 
the C.P. and G . G. Figure 28J which shows this distance graphic-
allyJ indicates clearly the relative effects of the tail. The 
rocket with ring tail No. 24 may be expected to be unstable in 
free flight in airJ while with the Budd and Proposal "C" tails 
a fair margin for stability is shown. With the original tail 
is a very large margin obtained . The same relative order of 
stability is shown by the·CM curves. The three fin tails have 
negative cl-1J or stabilizing valuesJ while the ring tail has 
slightly positiveJ or destabilizing values . These comparisons 
are based on a oarticular value of the center-of-gravity Joca-
tion. If the center-of-gravity is shifted forward the margin 
for stability will be increased proportionately. 
As in the analysis of the dragJ the stability of the oro-
jectile with the original tailJ No . iOJ and with the Budd tailJ 
No. 23J can be examined by comParison with Run 4 for th~ pro-
jectile without the fins or fin ring. From Table IIIJ x/L for 
Run 4 is -0 . 04. _Thus the original tail is responsible for a 
total change in x/L of 0.74J and the Budd tail for a total 
change of 0.60. By making use of Run 3J a further breakdown 
for the original tail shows that the fin ring added to the 
motor nozzle increases the center-of-pressure distance by 0.4i 
9nd the addition of the fins to the fin ring further inareases 
xjL by 0.33. Now it is expected that the fins would behave 
nearly the same for both tails since they reach out beyond the 
body and contact fluid which otherwise is not affected by the 
projectile. AlsoJ it is unlikely that the fins will influence 
ap"f)rec-iably the flow or the pressures on the body "t>roper. ThusJ 
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by su b tracti o n) it is determined that if the fin ring for the Budd 
tail were a d d ed to t h e motor nozzle alone it would cause an increase 
in x/L of 0 . 27. This indicates that this fin ring also has some 
stabilizing ~ualitiesJ although its effect is only 66% of that of 
the o riginal fin ring. The effect is very interesting since the 
drag of the Bu d d fin ring is so very much less than the drag of the 
o ri g inal fin rin g . 
The I ndian Head Prouosal "C" Tail (No. 25) and the ring tail 
( No. 24) have to d o a diff e rent job than the Budd or original fin 
tail because they ar e attached to the projectile employing the 
converging part of the nozzle only. Conse~uentlyJ the relative 
contributions of the various parts of the two tails to the stabil-
ity cannot be evaluated by comparison with the runs on the original 
tail . The projectil e with only the converging nozzle section is 
the least stable combination of the original tail components tested 
(run 6). Table III shows its center-of- pressure to fall at a dis-
tance 0.201 ahead of the projectile nose . The algebraic differe~ce 
between xjL for th~ entire projectile and for Run 6 shows the "C" 
Jin tail to shift x/L a total o f 0 . 80 and the ring tail to shift 
x/L by 0 . 60. Thus the ring tail is 0 . 75 times as effective as the 
fin tail in causing stability. The stability of the model with the 
ring tail is lowe r than with the fin tail because its shroud ring 
surfaces come in contact with less water than do the fins of Tail 
No. 25. In addition) this tail is handicapped because of the gas 
jet re~uirem ents during firing it is impossible to employ cross 
van e s in the ri ng . I mDrovement is possible by cutting back the 
l e a d ing edge of the shroud ring so as to "open" up the space be-
tween the b o dy secti o n and the shroud. This Dermits more fluid 
to pass thr ough the ri!2_g ~ Preliminary · tests of the tail modified 
in t h is way increosed X/L t~o 0 . 44J with a very slight reduction in 
drag. While this shift is small it is in th e right direction and 
it is felt that further modifications will yield significant im-
provement . 
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FIGURE 2 
2" DIAMETER 1vlODEL OF 4 , 5" ROCKET PROJECTILE 
WITH ORIGINAL CoLLAPSiBLE FIN TAIL . (LAB . TAIL No . 10) 
FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4 
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF 2" DIAMETER MODEL OF ORIGINAL 
FIN TAIL FOR 4 , 5" ROCKET PROJECTILE 
FINS IN UNFOLDED POSITION ASSUMED DURING FLIGHT . 
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FIGURE 5 
4 , 5" RO CKET PROJECTILE WITH FINS 
OF ORIGINAL FIN TAIL REMOVED 
FIGUaE 6 
4 . 5" ROCKET PROJECTILE WITH FINS 
AND FIN ATTACHING RING REMOVED 
F I GUR E '7 
4 , 5" ROCKET PROJECT ILE WtT H FINS , 
FIN ATTACHING RING 1 AND DIVERGING NOZZ LE REMOVED 
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FIGURE 8 
CLOSEUP OF NOZZLE, AFTERBODY, AND FIN 
ATTACH! NG RING SHOWN IN FIGURE No. 5 
FlGURE 9 
C~0i 'FIC 
SECTIONAL CONSTRUCTION OF NOZZLE , 
AFTERBODY, AND FIN ATTACHING RING USED 
WITH THE MODELS IN FIGURES 5 7 6, AND 7 
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FIGURE 10 
2 11 DIAMETER MODEL OF 4,5" ROCKET 
PROJECTILE WITH BUDD COLLAPSIBLE FIN TAIL 
(lAB. TAIL No" 2 3) 
FI GURE11 F I GU R E 12 
CO NSTRUCTION DETAILS OF BUDD COL LAPSIBLE FIN TAIL SHOWN IN 
F I GURE 10- FINS IN UNFOLDED POSITI ON AS~UMED DURING FLIGHT 
FIGURE 13 
2 11 0 I A.vfETER MODEL OF 4. 5" ROCKET PROJECTILE 
WITH INDIAN HEAD PROPOSAL 11 C" COLLAPSIBLE FIN TAIL 
(LAB. TAIL No. 2 5) 
FIGURE 14 FIGURE15 
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF PROPOSAL "C" COLLAPSIBLE FIN 
TAIL SHOWN IN FIGURE 13 , FINS IN UNFOLDED POSITION 
ASSUMED DURING FLIGHT. NOTE THAT DIVERGING PART OF 
~OTOR NOZZLE IS NOT INCLUDED. 
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F! GUR E 16 
2 11 DIAMETER ,IJlODEL OF 4.5" ROCKET PROJECTILE WITH RING TAIL 
(LAB. TA IL No. 24 ) 
Fl GURE 17 FIGURE 18 
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF RING TAIL SHOWN IN FIGURE 16 
NOTE THAT DIVERGING PART OF MOTOR NOZZLE IS NOT INCLUDE D 
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